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Abstract—The WS time delay matrix relates a lossless and
reciprocal system’s scattering matrix to its frequency derivative,
and enables the synthesis of modes that experience well-defined
group delays upon interacting with the system. The elements of
the WS time delay matrix for surface scatterers and antennas
comprise renormalized energy-like volume integrals involving
electric and magnetic fields that arise when exciting the system
via its ports. A method for evaluating the WS matrix’ entries
using surface integral operators that act on the incident electric
fields and current densities for all excitations characterizing the
scattering matrix is developed. By avoiding the evaluation of
volume integrations, the method is computationally efficient and
readily integrated into existing surface integral equation codes.
The method permits the calculation of frequency derivatives of
antenna impedances, antenna patterns, and scatterer radar cross
sections based solely on a single frequency characterization of the
system.
Index Terms—Wigner Smith Time Delays, Integral Equations,
Frequency Derivatives of Scattering and Impedance Matrices.
I. INTRODUCTION
Wigner-Smith (WS) techniques, developed 60 years ago to
characterize time delays experienced by interacting fields and
particles [1] [2], increasingly are being applied to the study of
optical and microwave phenomena. Illustrative applications of
WS concepts include the characterization of wave propagation
in multimode fibers [3], the optimization of light storage in
highly scattering environments [4], and the focusing of light in
disordered media [5]. Experimental observations of WS fields
coupling into microwave resonators and micro-manipulating
targets recently have been reported as well [6]–[7].
This paper is a follow-on to a study by the same authors
that developed a theoretical foundation of WS methods for
electromagnetic fields in guiding, scattering, and radiating
systems [8]. Starting from Maxwell’s equations, closed-form
expressions for the entries of the WS time delay matrix
Q = jS†
dS
dω
, (1)
where S and dS/dω are a system’s scattering matrix and its
frequency derivative, were derived. For guiding systems ex-
cited by Transverse Electromagnetic (TEM) waves, the entries
of the WS time delay matrix Q were shown to be volume
integrals of energy-like densities involving the electric and
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Fig. 1: Example setup with two antennas and a PEC scat-
terer. The system is excited by guided and free-space TEM
waves that originate at the antenna terminals (here the coax-
ial apertures dΩg,1 and dΩg,2) and free-space ports (dΩf ),
respectively.
magnetic fields that arise upon excitation of the system’s ports.
For guiding systems with non-TEM excitations, scattering
or radiating systems, correction terms and renormalization
procedures were required to derive (1). Beyond expressions for
the entries of WS time-delay matrix, [8] elucidated the use of
WS modes, viz. eigenvectors of Q, to characterize time delays
experienced by fields interacting with microwave networks, to
untangle resonant, corner/edge, and ballistic scattering phe-
nomena, and to estimate the frequency sensitivity of antenna
impedances.
This paper extends the methodology of [8] by enabling its
application in integral equation-based computational settings.
Its contributions are twofold.
• It introduces a surface integral equation-based technique for
computing the WS time delay matrix of perfect electrically
conducting (PEC) surface scatterers and radiators (Fig. 1).
Instead of evaluating volume integrals of energy-like densi-
ties, the proposed method calculates the entries of Q using
surface integral operators acting on incident electric fields
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Fig. 2: Proposed method to compute frequency sensitivities of
a variety of quantities of interest leveraging only a single fre-
quency characterization of the system. 1: Specify PEC radiator
and/or scatterer; 2: perform Surface Integral Equation (SIE)
analysis of the structure for all possible (internal and external)
excitations; 3: Compute the structure’s S and Q matrices using
the Surface Integral (SI) techniques proposed in this paper; 4:
Compute the frequency derivative of the scattering matrix; 5:
Compute the frequency derivative of quantities of interest, e.g.
antenna impedances, radiation patterns, scattered far fields, or
radar cross sections.
and current densities excited via the systems ports. The
method realizes significant computational savings over those
proposed in [8], and extends the techniques of Vandenbosch
and Gustafsson et. al. for evaluating the energy stored by
single port antennas to multiport systems that are subject to
external excitations [9]–[10].
• It illustrates the use of WS methods to compute the fre-
quency derivative of guided and free-space port responses
of antennas and scatterers based on a single frequency
characterization of the system. The scheme, illustrated in
Fig. 2, uses the above method to compute Q and S, and
then evaluates dS/dω by inverting (1). The method is
used to characterize the frequency sensitivity of impedances
and radiation patterns of multi-element antennas, extending
previous energy-based methods for estimating the bandwidth
and quality factor of electrically small radiators [11]–[16].
The method also is used to compute the frequency derivative
of scatterer radar cross sections.
This paper is organized as follows. Section II describes
the radiating and scattering systems under consideration along
with a surface integral equation-based scheme for computing
their scattering matrices. Section III recalls the definition
of the WS time delay matrix and introduces a method for
evaluating its entries by postprocessing the solution of the
integral equation. Section IV demonstrates the technique’s ap-
plication to computing frequency sensitivities of antenna input
impedances and radiation patterns, as well as scatterer radar
cross sections. Section V presents conclusions and avenues for
future research.
Notation. This paper borrows most notation from its precursor
[8]. Specifically:
• †, T , ∗, and ′ represent adjoint, transpose, complex con-
jugate, and angular frequency derivative (d/dω) operations,
respectively.
• A time dependence ejωt with ω = 2pif is assumed and sup-
pressed. Additionally, the free-space permeability, permittiv-
ity, impedance, wavelength, and wavenumber are denoted by
µ, ε, Z =
√
µ/ε, λ, and k = ω
√
µε, respectively.
• Free-space electric fields often are expanded in terms of Vec-
tor Spherical Wave (VSW) functions Bτlm(r). Bτlm(r) =
Iτlm(r), Oτlm(r), and Wτlm(r) = Iτlm(r) +Oτlm(r)
when modeling incoming, outgoing, and standing waves;
here τ = 1, 2 denotes polarization, and l and m are
modal indices. While VSWs Iτlm(r) and Oτlm(r) are
singular at the origin,Wτlm(r) is regular throughout space.
Associated magnetic fields are expanded in terms of the
VSWs B˜τlm(r) = 1k∇×Bτlm(r) = j(−1)τ+1Bτ¯ lm where
1¯ = 2 and 2¯ = 1. The large argument approximations
(i.e. “far fields”) of Bτlm(r) and B˜τlm(r) are denoted by
Bτlm, (r) and B˜τlm, (r), respectively. Explicit expressions
for the VSWs, their large argument approximations, and the
related Vector Spherical Harmonics (VSHs) X τlm(θ, φ) are
provided in Appendix I.
II. SURFACE INTEGRAL EQUATION-BASED CALCULATION
OF SCATTERING MATRICES OF ANTENNAS AND
SCATTERERS
A. Setup and Scattering Matrix
Consider a system composed of PEC antennas and/or scat-
terers with combined surface dΩs that resides in free space
(Fig. 1). The system is excited by guided and free-space waves
described in terms of incoming fields defined on port surfaces.
1) Guided waves. The antennas are excited by Mg guided
waves indexed p = 1, . . . ,Mg . Wave p propagates on an air-
filled, closed and lossless, two-conductor TEM transmission
line with planar port surface dΩg,p. For r near dΩg,p, let
{Eip, (r),Hip, (r)} denote the incoming TEM guided wave
Eip, (r) =
√
ZejkwX p(u, v) (2a)
Hip, (r) =
1√
Z
ejkw (−wˆ ×X p(u, v)) . (2b)
Here (u, v, w = 0) parametrizes a surface containing dΩg =
∪Mgp=1dΩg,p. The (u, v, w) coordinate system is locally Carte-
sian near each dΩg,p, and w increases in the direction of the
unit vector wˆ ⊥ dΩg,p, which points away from the antenna.
The mode profiles X p(u, v) are real and assumed normalized,
i.e. ˆ
dΩg,p
|X p(u, v)|2 dudv = 1 , (3)
meaning that {Eip, (r),Hip, (r)} carries unit power. In what
follows, the port surfaces dΩg,p are assumed electrically small
and sufficiently removed from the physical antenna terminals,
implying their fields do not contain any higher order modes.
The mode profile for a given dΩg,p can be constructed using
the procedure detailed in [8, Appendix A]. Note: while this
paper devotes significant attention to guided excitations of
dΩs, the proposed methods also apply to pure scatterers, i.e.
when Mg = 0.
32) Free-space waves. The antennas and/or scatterers also are
excited by Mf free-space waves indexed p = Mg + 1, . . . ,M
with M = Mg + Mf . Let dΩf denote the surface of an
origin-centered sphere of radius R  max{a, λ}, where a
is the radius of a sphere circumscribing dΩs. For r near dΩf ,
let {Eip, (r),Hip, (r)} denote the incoming TEM free-space
wave
Eip, (r) =
√
ZIp, (r) (4a)
=
√
Z
ejkr
r
X p(θ, φ)
Hip, (r) =
−rˆ × Eip, (r)
Z
(4b)
=
j√
Z
I˜p, (r)
=
1√
Z
ejkr
r
(−rˆ ×X p(θ, φ)) .
Here and in what follows, p maps to the triplet (τ, l,m) where
τ denotes polarization (τ = 1→ TE to r, τ = 2→ TM to r),
l = 1, . . . , lmax, m = −l, . . . , l, and lmax = ka + c(ka)1/3
where 2 < c < 4 [17]. This choice for lmax is warranted
by the observation that incoming fields with l > lmax do
not appreciably couple to the antennas and/or scatterers and
implies Mf = O((ka)2). Also, the VSHs X p(θ, φ) obey the
orthonormality relation
ˆ 2pi
0
ˆ pi
0
X p(θ, φ) ·X ∗p′(θ, φ) sin θdθdφ = δpp′ , (5)
implying free-space wave {Eip, (r),Hip, (r)} carries unit
power across dΩf .
In what follows, let dΩg,f = dΩg ∪ dΩf (union of all port
surfaces), dΩg,s = dΩg∪dΩs (union of antenna port and PEC
surfaces), and dΩ = dΩs ∪ dΩg ∪ dΩf (union of all surfaces).
Also, let Ω denote the volume bounded by dΩ.
Total fields for r near port surfaces dΩg,f con-
sist of incoming and outgoing TEM waves. Outgo-
ing waves {Eop, (r),Hop, (r)} generated in response to
{Eip, (r),Hip, (r)} typically involve all modes, with modal
contributions weighed by scattering coefficients. Near the
antenna ports,
Eop, (r) =
Mg∑
t=1
Stp
√
Ze−jkwX t(u, v) (6a)
Hop, (r) =
Mg∑
t=1
Stp
1√
Z
e−jkw (wˆ ×X t(u, v)) . (6b)
Likewise, near the free-space port dΩf ,
Eop, (r) =
M∑
t=Mg+1
Stp
√
ZI∗t, (r) (7a)
Hop, (r) =
rˆ × Eop, (r)
Z
=
M∑
t=Mg+1
Stp
j√
Z
I˜∗t, (r) . (7b)
Here, I∗τlm(r) = (−1)l+τ−mOτl(−m) is an outgoing VSW.
Note that the sums on the RHSs of (7a)–(7b) include contri-
butions from all Ot, (r) for t = Mg + 1, . . . ,M . The above
construction, including the “pairing” of Stp with outgoing
wave I∗t, (r), however guarantees that the M ×M scattering
matrix S =
[
Stp; t, p = 1, . . . ,M
]
not only is unitary but also
symmetric [18].
The total fields associated with incoming wave 1 ≤ p ≤M
for r near the ports dΩg,f are
Ep, (r) = Eip, (r) + Eop, (r) (8a)
Hp, (r) =Hip, (r) +Hop, (r) . (8b)
Let {Ep(r),Hp(r)} denote the fields that exist throughout Ω
when the unit-power incoming field {Eip, (r),Hip, (r)} enters
Ω via dΩg,f while all ports are matched. As Ω is lossless,
these fields are the unique extensions of {Ep, (r),Hp, (r)}
on dΩg,f inside Ω [19]. Note that decompositions (8a)–(8b) of
{Ep(r),Hp(r)} into incoming and outgoing waves generally
speaking do not apply away from dΩg,f .
B. Integral Equation-based Characterization of
{Ep(r),Hp(r)}
The above decomposition of {Ep(r),Hp(r)} into incoming
and outgoing waves, while useful to define the scattering
matrix S, does not lend itself well to computation.
To compute {Ep(r),Hp(r)}, consider their decomposition
into incident and scattered fields,
Ep(r) = E incp (r) + E scap (r) (9a)
Hp(r) =Hincp (r) +Hscap (r) (9b)
where the scattered fields {E scap (r),Hscap (r)} are generated by
the surface current density
J p(r) = nˆ×Hp(r) r ∈ dΩs (10)
where nˆ is the outward pointing normal to dΩs:
E scap (r) = −jωµ
ˆ
dΩg,s
G(r, r′)J p(r′)dr′ (11a)
− j
ωε
∇
ˆ
dΩg,s
G(r, r′)∇′ ·J p(r′)dr′
Hscap (r) = ∇×
ˆ
dΩg,s
G(r, r′)J p(r′)dr′ (11b)
and
G(r, r′) =
e−jk|r−r′|
4pi |r − r′| . (12)
The above definition of J p(r) assumes that dΩs is closed,
which always can be achieved by assigning open antenna or
scatterer surfaces a finite thickness. Given the above charac-
terization of {Ep(r),Hp(r)}, (9a)–(11b) can be viewed as
definitions for {E incp (r),Hincp (r)}; alternative expressions that
relate these fields to {Eip(r),Hip(r)} however are provided
below.
The incident and scattered electric fields E incp (r) and
E scap (r), and current density J p(r) satisfy the following
4boundary condition on the PEC surface and waveguide aper-
tures:
E scap (r)
∣∣
tan − ZgapJ p(r) = −E incp (r)
∣∣
tan r ∈ dΩg,s . (13)
Here F(r)∣∣tan = −nˆ× nˆ×F(r) and
Zgap(r) =
{
Z r ∈ dΩg
0 r ∈ dΩs
. (14)
On the PEC antenna and scatterer surface dΩs, (13)–(14) im-
pose Ep(r)
∣∣
tan = 0. In the waveguide aperture dΩg , (13)–(14)
impose Ep(r)
∣∣
tan = ZJ p(r) = Z (wˆ ×Hp(r)), indicating
the presence of a matched load.
The incident fields {E incp (r) = Ep(r)− E scap (r),Hincp (r) =
Hp(r) − Hscap (r)} arise when the incoming fields
{Eip(r),Hip(r)} are injected into dΩg,f in the absence
of antenna and scatterer surfaces dΩs, i.e. when J p(r) = 0.
1) Guided waves. In the absence of antennas and scatterers,
the incoming traveling waves {Eip(r),Hip(r)} for p ≤ Mg
reflect upon reaching the open antenna terminal, producing
standing waves that for r ∈ dΩg,p equate to
E incp (r) = 2Eip(r) (15a)
Hincp (r) = 0 . (15b)
2) Free-space waves. In the absence of antennas and scatter-
ers, the incoming traveling waves {Eip(r),Hip(r)} for p > Mg
“reflect” upon reaching the origin, producing standing waves
that for r ∈ Ω equate to
E incp (r) =
√
ZWp(r) (16a)
=
√
Z (Ip(r) +Op(r))
Hincp (r) =
j√
Z
W˜p(r) (16b)
=
j√
Z
(
I˜p(r) + O˜p(r)
)
. (16c)
Mathematically, the singular incoming VSWs Ip(r) and
I˜p(r) in (4a)–(4b) are paired with outgoing VSWsOp(r) and
O˜p(r) so their sumsWp(r) and W˜p(r) carry zero net power
across dΩf and are regular (i.e. source-free) at the origin.
Equation (13) is an electric field integral equation (EFIE)
in J p(r) that can be solved using standard moment method
algorithms [20]–[21]. Knowledge of J p(r) permits the
computation of {E scap (r),Hscap (r)} throughout Ω via (11a)–
(11b), which together with the specification of the incident
fields in (15a)–(16b) leads to a complete characterization of
{Ep(r),Hp(r)} throughout Ω.
The practical implementation of the moment method algo-
rithm uses circuit analogs to model the matched load (second
term on the LHS of (13)) and the incident field for guided
waves (Equations (15a)–(15b)) (Fig. 2). Assume that transmis-
sion line t, t = 1, . . . ,Mg , has characteristic impedance Zt,
and is terminated in a matched load R = Zt. When p ≤Mg ,
line p is excited by a voltage source V incp = 2
√
Zp, which
launches a unit-power wave Eip(r) that travels towards, and
couples into, the attached antenna. The voltage source can be
modeled as a delta-gap or magnetic frill [22]. In what follows,
Vp(t) and Ip(t) denote the voltage and current in port t ≤Mg
under excitation p; Ip(t) can be computed as
Ip(t) =
˛
Ct
J p(r) · wˆdl (17)
where Ct is an appropriately chosen boundary of dΩg,t.
Clearly, Vp(t) = δptV incp − ZtIp(t).
C. Integral Equation-Based Computation of the Scattering
Matrix
Solving integral equation (13) for J p(r), p = 1, . . . ,M
not only allows for the computation of Ep(r), p = 1, . . . ,M
throughout Ω, but also of the M × M scattering matrix S.
Specifically, knowledge of J p(r) permits the evaluation of
S’s p-th column. The method for computing the (t, p)-th entry
of S depends on whether t corresponds to a guided or free-
space port.
1) Guided waves. If t ≤Mg , then Stp reads
Stp = δtp −
√
ZtIp(t) . (18)
The second term on the RHS of (18) is the power amplitude
of the outgoing wave on line t due to J p(r). The first term
represents a correction when the line carries an incoming
wave.
2) Free-space waves. If t = (τ, l,m) > Mg , then Stp can
be evaluated once E scap, (r) and Hscap, (r), the scattered (far)
electric and magnetic fields near dΩf , have been computed.
These fields are
E scap, (r) = −jωµ
ˆ
dΩg,s
G∞(r, r′)J p(r′)dr′
− j
ωε
∇
ˆ
dΩg,s
G∞(r, r′)∇′ ·J p(r′)dr′
=
M∑
t=Mg+1
Ptp
√
ZOt, (r) (19a)
Hscap, (r) =
1
Z
rˆ × E scap, (r)
=
M∑
t=Mg+1
Ptp
j√
Z
O˜t, (r) , (19b)
where
G∞(r, r′) =
e−jkr
4pir
ejk(rˆ·r
′) (20)
and
Ptp = −
√
Z
ˆ
Ωs
W∗t (r′) ·J p(r′)dr′ . (21)
Equalities (19a) and (19b) follow from an expansion of the
far-field dyadic Green’s function into VSWs [23]–[24]. Using
(16a)–(16b) and (19a)–(19b), the total electric and magnetic
fields on dΩf read
Ep, (r) = E incp, (r) + E scap, (r)
=
√
ZWp, (r)δp>Mg +
M∑
t=Mg+1
Ptp
√
ZOt, (r)
5−
+
δptV
inc
p
Zt Ip(t)
+
−
Vp(t)
Eip
Eop
feed network antenna # t
dΩg,t
Fig. 3: Model of feed network used to excite the antenna in
the IE formulation.
=
√
ZIp, (r)δp>Mg
+
M∑
t=Mg+1
(
δtpδp>Mg +Ptp
)√
ZOt, (r)
=
√
ZIp, (r)δp>Mg +
M∑
t=Mg+1
(−1)m+l+τ
(
δtpδp>Mg +Ptp
)√
ZI∗tˆ, (r) (22a)
Hp, (r) =Hincp, (r) +Hscap, (r)
=
j√
Z
W˜p, (r)δp>Mg +
M∑
t=Mg+1
Ptp
j√
Z
O˜t, (r)
=
j√
Z
I˜p, (r)δp>Mg
+
j√
Z
M∑
t=Mg+1
(
δtpδp>Mg +Ptp
) O˜t, (r)
=
j√
Z
I˜p, (r)δp>Mg +
M∑
t=Mg+1
(−1)m+l+τ
(
δtpδp>Mg +Ptp
) j√
Z
I˜∗tˆ, (r) (22b)
where tˆ = (τ, l, (−m)). Here, δC = 1(0) if C is true
(false). Swapping the summation index in the second term
on the RHSs of (22a) and (22b) and comparing the resulting
expression to (7a) and (7b) shows that
Stp = (−1)−m+l+τδtˆpδp>Mg + (−1)−m+l+τPtˆp . (23)
III. SURFACE INTEGRAL-BASED COMPUTATION OF THE
WIGNER-SMITH TIME DELAY MATRIX
A. Wigner-Smith Time Delay Matrix
It was shown in [8, Sec. III.C] that the scattering matrix S
satisfies the WS relationship (1), where Q is the M ×M WS
time-delay matrix with energy-like entries1
Qqp =
ε
2
ˆ
R3
[
E∗q(r) · Ep(r)− Ê
∗
q, (r) · Êp, (r)
]
dr (24)
+
µ
2
ˆ
R3
[
H∗q(r) ·Hp(r)− Ĥ
∗
q, (r) · Ĥp, (r)
]
dr
1Equations (1) and (24) are slight simplifications of those in [8, Sec. III.C]
because waveguides here only support TEM waves whereas those in [8] also
supported non-TEM fields.
where
Êp, (r) = δp>Mg
√
ZIp, (r)
+
M∑
t=Mg+1
Stp
√
ZI∗t, (r) (25a)
= δp>Mg
√
Z
ejkr
r
X p(θ, φ)
+
M∑
t=Mg+1
Stp
√
Z
e−jkr
r
X ∗t (θ, φ)
Ĥp, (r) = δp>Mg
j√
Z
I˜p, (r)
+
M∑
t=Mg+1
Stp
j√
Z
I˜∗t, (r) (25b)
= δp>Mg
1√
Z
ejkr
r
(−rˆ ×X p(θ, φ))
+
M∑
t=Mg+1
Stp
1√
Z
e−jkr
r
(rˆ ×X ∗t (θ, φ)) .
Note that the quantities {Êp, (r), Ĥp, (r)} do not obey
Maxwell’s equations away from dΩf . Rather, they extend
the fields {Ep, (r),Hp, (r)} that exist near the free-space
port dΩf to all r ∈ Ω. The first and second terms on the
RHS of (25a)–(25b) represents incoming and outgoing waves
near dΩf ; the former only exist if p > Mg . The presence of
{Êp, (r), Ĥp, (r)} in (24) renders the Qqp integrals conver-
gent.
The WS time delay matrix is self-adjoint and its diago-
nalization Q = WQW† yields so-called “WS modes” (the
eigenvectors W) that experience well-defined group delays
(the eigenvalues in Q) when interacting with the system. For
an in depth discussion of these modes, their group delay and
energy storage properties, see [8]. Knowledge of the WS time
delay matrix enables the construction of these interesting states
and the associated interpretation/classification of the system’s
radiation and scattering properties. Equally importantly, it
permits the computation of S′ by inverting WS relationship
(1). This use of the WS relationship is illustrated in Section
IV below.
Unfortunately, computing Q is no sinecure. While Q’s en-
tries in principal can be evaluated using the volume integral in
(24), the computational cost of doing so would be exorbitant.
Indeed, the computation of the integrand of (24) calls for
the evaluation of {E incp/q(r) + E scap/q(r),Hincp/q(r) +Hscap/q(r)},
which requires the evaluation of surface integrals (11a)–(11b)
for both p and q, rendering integral (24) effectively seven
dimensional.
This section presents equations for the entries of Q com-
posed of surface integral operators acting on the incident
electric fields and associated currents densities E incp/q(r) and
J p/q(r), reducing the dimensionality of the integral to four.
The evaluation of the integrals can be accomplished using stan-
dard method of moment integration schemes and is amenable
to acceleration by fast multipole methods.
6B. Key Results
Substituting the incident-scattered field decomposition (9a)–
(9b) of {Ep(r),Hp(r)} and {Êp, (r), Ĥp, (r)} into (24)
yields
Qqp = Q
inc,inc
qp +Q
inc,sca
qp +Q
sca,inc
qp +Q
sca,sca
qp (26)
where
Qα,βqp =
ε
2
ˆ
R3
[
Eα∗q (r) · Eβp (r)− Ê
α∗
q, (r) · Ê
β
p, (r)
]
dr
(27)
+
µ
2
ˆ
R3
[
Hα∗q (r) ·Hβp (r)− Ĥ
α∗
q, (r) · Ĥ
β
p, (r)
]
dr
and the superscripts α and β are “inc” or “sca”. It will be
shown in subsequent sections that the four terms in (26) can
be evaluated as
Qinc,incqp = 0 (28a)
Qsca,incqp = δp>Mg
j
2
ˆ
Ωg,s
[
E incp (r)
]′
·J ∗q(r)dr
= δp>Mg
j
2
ˆ
Ωg,s
√
ZW ′p(r) ·J ∗q(r)dr (28b)
Qinc,scaqp =
[
Qsca,incpq
]∗
(28c)
Qsca,scaqp =
Zk
ω
ˆ
Ωg,s
ˆ
Ωg,s
J p(r′) ·J ∗q(r′′)
[
cos(kD)
8piD
+
jk2
8pi
(r′ + r′′) · dˆj1(kD)
− k
2D
8pi
j0(kD)
]
dr′dr′′
− Zk
ω
1
k2
ˆ
Ωg,s
ˆ
Ωg,s
∇′ ·J p(r′)∇′′ ·J ∗q(r′′)[
− cos(kD)
8piD
− k
2D
8pi
j0(kD) (28d)
+
jk2
8pi
(r′ + r′′) · dˆj1(kD)
]
dr′dr′′ .
Here, j0(.) and j1(.) are the spherical Bessel functions of order
0 and 1, D = |r′′ − r′|, and dˆ = (r′′ − r′)/D. When p =
q, expression in (28d) is identical to that for stored energy
for single port antennas provided in [10], which itself is a
generalization of expressions in [9] applicable to symmetric
antennas.
C. Basic Identities
Expressions for Qα,βqp can be derived by manipulating
Maxwell’s equations and their frequency derivatives. Consider
two sets of electromagnetic fields in Ω: {Eβp (r),Hβp (r)}
and {Eαq (r),Hαq (r)}. The frequency derivative of Maxwell’s
equations for fields {Eβp (r),Hβp (r)} reads
∇×Hβp ′(r) = jεEβp (r) + jωεEβp ′(r) +J βp ′(r) (29a)
∇× Eβp ′(r) = −jµHβp (r)− jωµHβp ′(r) . (29b)
If β = inc, then J βp (r) = 0 since the incident field is source-
free (within Ω); otherwise, J βp (r) = J p(r). The conjugate
of Maxwell’s equations for fields {Eαq ,Hαq (r)} reads
∇×Hα∗q (r) = −jωεEα∗q (r) +J α∗q (r) (30a)
∇× Eα∗q (r) = jωµHα∗q (r) . (30b)
Adding the dot-product of (30a) and 12Eβp ′(r) to the dot-
product of (29a) and 12Eα∗q yields
1
2
Eβp ′(r) · ∇ ×Hα∗q (r) +
1
2
Eα∗q (r) · ∇ ×Hβp ′(r)
=
j
2
εEα∗q · Eβp (r) +
1
2
Eα∗q (r) ·J βp ′(r)
+
1
2
Eβp ′(r) ·J α∗q (r) . (31)
Similarly, adding the dot-product of (30b) and 12Hβp ′(r) to the
dot-product of (29b) and 12Hα∗q (r) yields
1
2
Hα∗q (r) · ∇ × Eβp ′(r) +
1
2
Hβp ′(r) · ∇ × Eα∗q (r)
= − j
2
µHα∗q (r) ·Hβp (r) . (32)
Subtracting (31) from (32) produces
j
2
∇ ·
(
Eβp ′(r)×Hα∗q (r) + Eα∗q (r)×Hβp ′(r)
)
+
j
2
Eα∗q (r) ·J βp ′(r) +
j
2
Eβp ′(r) ·J α∗q (r) (33)
=
1
2
εEα∗q (r) · Eβp (r) +
1
2
µHα∗q (r) ·Hβp (r) .
Finally, subtracting
[
1
2εÊ
α∗
q (r) · Ê
β
p (r) +
1
2µĤ
α∗
q (r) · Ĥ
β
p (r)
]
from both sides of (33), integrating the resulting expression
over the Ω, and applying the divergence theorem yields
Qα,βqp = T
α,β
qp,1 + T
α,β
qp,2 + T
α,β
qp,S − Tα,βqp, (34)
where
Tα,βqp,1 =
j
2
ˆ
dΩg,s
Eα∗q (r) ·J βp ′(r)dr (35a)
Tα,βqp,2 =
j
2
ˆ
dΩg,s
Eβp ′(r) ·J α∗q (r)dr (35b)
Tα,βqp, =
ε
2
ˆ
Ω
Êα∗q, (r) · Ê
β
p, (r)dr
+
µ
2
ˆ
Ω
Ĥα∗q, (r) · Ĥ
β
p, (r)dr (35c)
Tα,βqp,S =
j
2
ˆ
dΩf
rˆ ·
(
Eβp ′(r)×Hα∗q (r)
+ Eα∗q (r)×Hβp ′(r)
)
dr . (35d)
D. Computation of Qinc,incqp
Equation (34) implies that the (q, p)-th entry of Qinc,inc is
Qinc,incqp = T
inc,inc
qp,S − T inc,incqp, (36)
because T inc,incqp,1 = T
inc,inc
qp,2 = 0 since J ip(r) = 0 and J iq(r) =
0 (throughout Ω). Furthermore, T inc,incqp,S = T
inc,inc
qp, as shown
below, thus confirming (28a).
71) Computation of T inc,incqp,S : For p ≤ Mg , substituting
the frequency derivative of (2a)–(2b) into (15a)–(15b) yields
E incp ′(r) = Hincp ′(r) = 0. Therefore, T inc,incqp, = 0 when either
p ≤ Mg or q ≤ Mg . For p > Mg and q > Mg , use of the
far-field approximations of (16a)–(16b) into (35d) yields
T inc,incqp,S =
j
2
ˆ
dΩf
rˆ ·
[
E incp ′(r)×Hinc∗q (r)
]
dr
+
j
2
ˆ
dΩf
rˆ ·
[
E inc∗q (r)×Hincp ′(r)
]
dr
=
j
2
ˆ
dΩf
rˆ ·
[
W ′p, (r)× (−1)τ
′W∗q¯, (r)
+W∗q, (r)× (−1)τW p¯, ′(r)
]
dr (37a)
= 2RZεδqp . (37b)
Here, p = (τ, l,m) and q = (τ ′, l′,m′); the final result (37b)
was obtained using Identity A.2 in Appendix II-B.
For p ≤ Mg , Ê incp, (r) = Ĥ
inc
p, (r) = 0 as is evident from
the first terms in (25a) and (25b), leading to T inc,incqp, = 0 when
either p ≤ Mg or q ≤ Mg . For p > Mg and q > Mg , use of
the far-field approximations of (16a)–(16b) into (35c) yields
T inc,incqp, =
ε
2
ˆ
Ω
Ê inc∗q, (r) · Ê
inc
p, (r)dr
+
µ
2
ˆ
Ω
Ĥinc∗q, (r) · Ĥ
inc
p, (r)dr (38a)
=
Zε
2
ˆ
Ω
[Wp, (r) ·W∗q, (r)
+ (−1)τ+τ ′W p¯, (r) ·W∗q¯, (r)
]
dr (38b)
= 2RZεδqp (38c)
where the final result was obtained using Identity A.1 in
Appendix II-A.
E. Computation of Qsca,incpq
Equation (34) implies that the (q, p)-th entry of Qsca,inc is
Qsca,incqp = T
sca,inc
qp,2 + T
sca,inc
qp,S − T sca,incqp, (39)
because T sca,incqp,1 = 0 since J p(r) = 0. Furthermore, it can
be shown that T sca,incqp,S − T sca,incqp, = 0 . Hence, the final result
simplifies to key result (28b), which is non-zero only for p >
Mg because E incp ′(r) = 0 when p ≤Mg .
1) Computation of T sca,incqp,S : For p ≤ Mg , E incp ′(r) =
Hincp ′(r) = 0 resulting in T sca,incqp,S = 0. For p > Mg ,
substituting the far-field approximation of (16a)–(16b) and the
conjugate of (19a)–(19b) with p→ q into (35d) yields
T sca,incqp,S =
j
2
ˆ
dΩf
rˆ ·
[(
E incp (r)
)′
× (Hscaq (r))∗
+
(E scaq (r))∗ × (Hincp (r))′ ]dr
=
j
2
ˆ
dΩf
M∑
t=Mg+1
P∗tq
[
rˆ ·W ′p, (r)×O∗¯t, (r)(−1)τ˜
+ rˆ ·W ′p¯, (r)×O∗t, (r)(−1)τ+1
]
dr (40a)
= εZRP∗pq (40b)
where t = (τ˜ , l˜, m˜); the final result (40b) was obtained using
Identity A.4 in Appendix II-D.
2) Computation of T sca,incqp,‖ : For p ≤ Mg , Ê
inc
p, (r) =
Ĥincp, (r) = 0 because the antenna ports dΩg,p are electrically
small and hence produce negligible far-fields (the fields from
a delta-gap or magnetic frill excitation are assumed entirely
local). Therefore, T sca,incqp, = 0 for p ≤ Mg . For p > Mg ,
Ê incp, (r) and Ĥ
inc
p, (r) are given by the far-field approximation
of (16a)–(16b). Furthermore, Ê scaq, (r) and Ĥ
sca
q, (r) are given
by the same expressions as E scaq, (r) and Hscaq, (r) on dΩf .
Therefore, using the far-field approximation of (19a)–(19b)
yields
T sca,incqp, =
ε
2
ˆ
Ω
Ê sca∗q, (r) · Ê
inc
p, (r)dr
+
µ
2
ˆ
Ω
Ĥsca∗q, (r) · Ĥ
inc
p, (r)dr
=
Zε
2
ˆ
Ω
M∑
t=Mg+1
P∗tq
[O∗t, (r) ·Wp, (r)
+O∗¯t, (r) ·W p¯, (r)(−1)τ+τ˜
]
dr
= εZRP∗pq (41a)
where the final result was obtained using Identity A.3 in
Appendix II-C.
F. Computation of Qsca,scaqp
Equation (34) implies that the (q, p)-th entry of Qsca,sca is
Qsca,scaqp = T
sca,sca
qp,S + T
sca,sca
qp,1 + T
sca,sca
qp,2 − T sca,scaqp, . (42)
All four terms on the RHS of (42) are non-zero and dependent
on J p(r) and J q(r). Their computation is detailed below.
Their addition yields key result (28d).
1) Computation of T sca,scaqp,1 : Substituting (11a) into (35a)
yields
T sca,scaqp,1 =
j
2
ˆ
Ωg,s
E sca∗q (r) ·J ′p(r)dr (43)
= − Z
2k
ˆ
Ωg,s
[
k2
ˆ
Ωg,s
J ∗q(r′)G∗(r, r′)dr′+
ˆ
Ωg,s
∇′ ·J ∗q(r′)∇G∗(r, r′)dr′
]
·J ′p(r)dr .
Simplifying (43) using the vector identity ∇ · (ψA) = ψ∇ ·
A+∇ψ ·A to transfer the ∇ operator onto J ′p(r) yields
T sca,scaqp,1 = −
Z
2k
ˆ
Ωg,s
ˆ
Ωg,s
[
k2J ∗q(r′) ·J ′p(r)G∗(r, r′)
−∇′ ·J ∗q(r′)∇ ·J ′p(r)G∗(r, r′)
]
dr′dr . (44)
82) Computation of T sca,scaqp,2 : From (35b) it follows that
T sca,scaqp,2 =
j
2
ˆ
dΩg,s
E scap ′(r) ·J ∗q(r)dr
= T sca,scaqp,2,J′ + T
sca,sca
qp,2,G′ . (45)
Using the chain rule, the frequency derivative of the scattered
electric field E scap ′(r) (11a) can be decomposed into two terms:
one dependent on J ′p(r) and the other on G′(r, r′). It follows
that
T sca,scaqp,2 = T
sca,sca
qp,2,J′ + T
sca,sca
qp,2,G′ , (46)
where
T sca,scaqp,2,J′ =
Z
2k
ˆ
dΩg,s
ˆ
dΩg,s
[
k2J ′p(r′)G(r, r′)
+∇′ ·J p(r′)∇G(r, r′)
]
·J ∗q(r)dr′dr
=
Z
2k
ˆ
dΩg,s
ˆ
dΩg,s
[
k2J ′p(r′) ·J ∗q(r)G(r, r′)
−∇′ ·J ′p(r′)∇ ·J ∗q(r)G(r, r′)
]
dr′dr (47)
and
T sca,scaqp,2,G′ =
Z
2
ˆ
dΩg,s
ˆ
dΩg,s
[
J p(r′) [kG(r, r′)]′+ (48)
∇′ ·J p(r′)∇
[
k−1G(r, r′)
]′ ] ·J ∗q(r)dr′dr
=
Z
2
ˆ
dΩg,s
ˆ
dΩg,s
[
J p(r′) ·J ∗q(r) [kG(r, r′)]′
−∇′ ·J p(r′)∇ ·J ∗q(r)
[
k−1G(r, r′)
]′ ]
dr′dr .
Again, the second equalities in (47) and (48) follow upon
transferring the ∇ operator onto J ∗q(r).
3) Evaluation of T sca,scaqp,S : From (35d), T
sca,sca
qp,S is given by
T sca,scaqp,S =
j
2
ˆ
dΩf
rˆ ·
(
E scap, ′(r)×Hsca∗q, (r)
+ E sca∗q, (r)×Hscap, ′(r)
)
dr
=
j
Z
ˆ
dΩf
(E scap, )′ · (E scaq, )∗ dr (49)
where the last equality is due to −rˆ×Hsca∗q, (r) = 1ZE sca∗q, (r)
and its frequency derivative. Using the chain rule, the fre-
quency derivative of the scattered electric field E scap, (r) (19a)
can be decomposed into two terms: one dependent on J ′p(r)
and the other on G′∞(r
′, r). Hence,
T sca,scaqp,S = T
sca,sca
qp,S,J′ + T
sca,sca
qp,S,G′ (50)
where
T sca,scaqp,S,J′ =
jZ
k
ˆ
dΩf
[
k
ˆ
dΩg,s
J ′p(r′)G∞(r, r′)dr′
+
1
k
ˆ
dΩg,s
(∇′ ·J ′p(r′))∇G∞(r, r′)dr′]
·
[
k2
ˆ
dΩg,s
J ∗q(r′′)G∗∞(r, r′′)dr′′+
ˆ
dΩg,s
(∇′′ ·J ∗q(r′′))∇G∗∞(r, r′′)dr′′]dr
= jZ
ˆ
dΩg,s
ˆ
dΩg,s
[
k2J ′p(r′) ·J ∗q(r′′)−
∇′ ·J ′p(r′)∇′′ ·J ∗q(r′′)
]
G˜1(r
′, r′′)dr′′dr′ (51)
and
T sca,scaqp,S,G′ =
jZ
k
ˆ
dΩf
[ˆ
dΩg,s
J p(r′) [kG∞(r, r′)]′ dr′
+
ˆ
dΩg,s
∇′ ·J p(r′)
[
k−1∇G∞(r, r′)
]′
dr′
]
·
[
k2
ˆ
Ωg,s
J ∗q(r′′)G∗∞(r′′)dr′′
+
ˆ
dΩg,s
∇′′ ·J ∗q(r′′)∇G∗∞(r, r′′)dr′′
]
dr (52)
= jZk
ˆ
dΩg,s
ˆ
dΩg,s
[
J p(r′) ·J ∗q(r′′)
(
k′G˜1(r′, r′′)
+ kG˜2(r
′, r′′)
)
− 1
k
∇′′ ·J ∗q(r′′)
∇′ ·J p(r′)G˜2(r′, r′′)
]
dr′dr′′ . (53)
Here,
G˜1(r
′, r′′) =
ˆ
dΩf
G∗∞(r, r
′′)G∞(r, r′)dr
=
sin(kD)
4pikD
(54)
and
G˜2(r
′, r′′) =
ˆ
dΩf
G∗∞(r, r
′′)G′∞(r, r
′)dr
= −jεZRG˜1(r′, r′′)− r′ · dˆ εZ
4pik2D2
[kD cos(kD)− sin(kD)] (55)
using Identity A.5 in Appendix II-E.
4) Computation of T sca,scaqp,‖ : From (35c), T
sca,sca
qp, is given by
T sca,scaqp, =
ε
2
ˆ
Ω
Ê sca∗q, (r) · Ê
sca
p, (r)dr
+
µ
2
ˆ
Ω
Ĥsca∗q, (r) · Ĥ
sca
p, (r)dr
= ε
ˆ
Ω
Ê sca∗q, (r) · Ê
sca
p, (r)dr (56)
where the second equality follows from Ĥscap, (r) = 1Z rˆ ×
Ê scap, (r). Substituting (19a) into (56) and simplifying the
expression yields
T sca,scaqp, =
kZR
ω
[ ˆ
Ωs
ˆ
Ωs
[
k2J ∗q(r′′) ·J p(r′)− (57)
∇′′ ·J ∗q(r′′)∇′ ·J p(r′)
]
G˜1(r
′, r′′)dr′′dr′ .
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Fig. 4: (a) Input impedance of the dipole antenna; (b) magnitude of the frequency derivative of the dipole antenna; (c) spatial
shift (time delays) of selected WS modes; (d)-(f) scattered fields due to antenna excitation, free-space excitation, and combined
excitation of WS modes 71, 70, and 69.
IV. WIGNER-SMITH BASED COMPUTATION OF
FREQUENCY DERIVATIVES OF ANTENNA IMPEDANCES,
RADIATION PATTERNS, AND RADAR CROSS SECTIONS
Because S is unitary, the WS relationship (1) can be
rewritten as
S′ = −jSQ . (58)
Knowledge of S and Q therefore permits the computation of
S′, and along with it the frequency sensitivity of many other
port observables, all based on a single frequency characteri-
zation of the system.
To evaluate the frequency derivative of antenna impedances,
first note that the system’s global impedance matrix can
computed from the scattering matrix as
Z = Y−1/2 (IM + S) (IM − S)−1Y−1/2 (59)
where Y is an M×M diagonal matrix whose (p, p)-th entry is
antenna port p’s characteristic admittance Z−1p when p ≤Mg
and Z−1 when p > Mg , and IM is the M×M identity matrix.
Taking the frequency derivative of (59) yields
Z′ =
(
ZY
1
2 +Y−
1
2
)
S′ (IM − S)−1Y− 12 . (60)
Equation (60) assumes port characteristic impedances are
frequency independent but can be trivially modified when
this assumption is violated. The multiport antenna impedance
matrix Zant is easily extracted from the above (59) and (60)
(the calculation requires the elimination of all free-space
quantities from Z and Z′, and is achieved by partitioning
these matrices into blocks representing the antenna and free-
space ports while imposing matched conditions for the latter).
Below, results obtained using the above procedure for single
port antennas will be compared to the classical Yaghian-Best
(YB) estimate for the magnitude of the frequency derivative
of the antenna impedance given by [11]
|Z ′ant|YB ≈
2RantQ
ω
. (61)
Here, the antenna quality factor is defined to be
Q =
ωQ11
Prad
(62)
where Prad = Rant|I1|2 and Rant is the real part of Zant.
To evaluate the frequency derivative of antenna patterns,
note that they relate to their far fields as
F (θ, φ) = ejkrrE sca(r, θ, φ) . (63)
The derivative of F (θ, φ) can be obtained by applying
the chain rule to (63), making use of (19a) to compute
E sca(r, θ, φ). The resulting expression requires P′, which can
be obtained directly from S′ using the frequency derivative of
(23).
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Finally, to evaluate the frequency derivative of a scatterer’s
bistatic radar cross-section (RCS), note that it relates to its
electric far-field and scattering pattern as
RCS(θ, φ) = 4pir2E sca(r, θ, φ) · E sca∗(r, θ, φ)
= 4piF (θ, φ) ·F∗(θ, φ) . (64)
This relationship assumes that the scatterer is excited by a unit
amplitude incident electric field. The frequency derivative of
bistatic RCS can be computed by applying the chain rule to
(64), leveraging the above calculation for F ′ (θ, φ).
A. Dipole Antenna
First, consider a z-directed center-fed strip-dipole of length
l = 0.4746m and width w = 4mm. The dipole’s input
impedance in the 250MHz–850MHz frequency range is shown
in Fig. 4a. The integral equation formulations in Sec. III and
Eqns. (28a)–(28d) are used to compute the dipole’s scattering
matrix S and WS time delay matrix Q. Fig. 4b shows the
frequency derivative of the magnitude of the input impedance
computed in three different ways: via a finite difference (FD)
scheme, using the WS relationship and (60), and using the
YB approximation. For this simple antenna, all three results
visually coincide. Note that the FD result was obtained by
executing the integral equation code for two frequencies,
while the WS result required analysis at just one frequency.
Moreover, the WS formulation provides frequency derivatives
of both the real and imaginary parts of the antenna impedance
(not shown), whereas the YB formula only estimates the
derivative of its magnitude.
Next, Q is diagonalized at the dipole’s resonant frequency
of f = 300MHz. Figure 4c shows the WS modes’ “spa-
tial shifts”, obtained by multiplying their time delays (Q’s
eigenvalues) by the free-space speed of light. Only three
WS modes meaningfully interact with the antenna; all others
consist of free-space port excitations producing fields that by
and large bypass the antenna and hence experience negligible
time delays (the WS time-delay matrix Q was computed using
one guided and 71 free-space excitations, many with higher-
order azimuthal dependencies that do not interact with the
nearly axisymmetric strip dipole). The three modes with non-
zero spatial shifts have simple physical interpretations (as is
customary, the WS modes are indexed according to their time
delays, sorted from small to large):
• WS Mode 71: this mode experiences a spatial shift of
2.1m, implying that its current travels the length of the
antenna roughly four times prior to radiating its energy.
This mode’s spatial shift is larger than that of all other
modes; the same therefore holds true for its stored energy.
The mode excites both the antenna and free-space ports.
Figure 4d shows the scattered field when the antenna
and free-space ports are simultaneously excited using
mode 71’s eigenvector. The antenna and free-space ports
excite the antenna “(quasi-) symmetrically”, producing
induced currents that add constructively, resulting in
strong radiation.
• WS Mode 70: this mode originates at the free-space ports
and scatters off the dipole without coupling into the
antenna port; the WS antenna port excitation is very small
as well. Figure 4e shows that the scattered field due to
this WS mode is relatively weak compared to that of WS
mode 71.
• WS Mode 69: this mode can be viewed as the asymmetric
counterpart of WS mode 71. Fig. 4f shows that while both
the antenna and free space ports are excited, they produce
currents that add destructively, resulting in little far-field
radiation and a small spatial shift, i.e little energy storage.
B. Yagi Antenna
Second, consider a five-element Yagi antenna composed
of one driven element (length l = 47cm), three directors
(l = 41cm), and one reflector (l = 50cm). The array
extends along the x-direction; each element is a z-oriented
strip of width 1cm (see Fig. 5a, which also shows element
spacings). The antenna’s input impedance in the 150MHz–
450MHz frequency range is shown in Fig. 5b. The integral
equation formulations in Sec. III and Eqns. (28a)–(28d) are
used to compute S and Q using Mg = 1 and Mf = 336.
Figure 5c shows the real and imaginary parts of the fre-
quency derivative of the input impedance computed via the FD
method and the WS relationship. Data computed using both
approaches match very well. Figure 5d shows the magnitude
of frequency derivative of the input impedance computed using
the FD method, the WS formalism, and the YB approximation.
Clearly, the YB approximation is only valid at low frequencies
and becomes inaccurate beyond 200 MHz, whereas FD and
WS results match over the entire band. The magnitude of
the antenna’s far electric field in the xz plane is shown in
Fig. 5e for two frequencies (300 MHz and 315 MHz). The
frequency derivative of the far electric field computed using
the FD method and the WS formalism is shown in Fig. 5f;
once again the results obtained by both approaches visually
coincide.
C. Three-Element Dipole Array
Third, consider a co-linear array of three z-directed dipoles
that are identical to the one considered in Sec. IV-A and spaced
0.5m apart. Figs. 6a–6c show selected entries of the antenna’s
3×3 impedance matrix over the 250MHz–850MHz frequency
range. Their frequency derivatives, computed using the WS
formalism, are shown in Figs. 6d–6f; an excellent match with
results obtained using the FD method is observed.
Figure 6g shows the spatial shifts of all WS modes. Only
seven modes are observed to experience nonvanishing shifts:
1, 2, 159, 160, 161, 162, and 163. These modes can be
categorized as follows:
• WS modes 161-163: these modes experience the largest
spatial shifts, i.e. store the most energy. They consist of
both antenna and free-space excitations, and are the array
counterparts of symmetric dipole WS mode 71 above, in
that the antenna and free-space ports induce currents that
are in phase. Fields radiated by these currents therefore
interfere constructively, resulting in large scattered fields
(Fig. 6h). Each of these modes produces a beam pointing
to a different angle w.r.t. the array axis.
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Fig. 5: (a) Yagi antenna considered; (b) input impedance of the Yagi antenna; (c)-(d) derivative of the input impedance (real,
imaginary, and magnitude); (d) far-field pattern at 300 MHz and 315 MHz; (e) derivative of far-field pattern.
• WS modes 1-2 and 159-160: these modes have small
spatial shifts and lower stored energy, and are the array
counterparts of asymmetric dipole WS mode 69. These
modes also consist of incoming waves from antenna ports
and free-space ports. That said, the currents these ports’
excitations induce are largely out of phase, leading to
weak radiation (Fig. 6i).
D. Torus
Fourth, consider the PEC torus obtained by revolving a
circle of radius 0.2m about the z-axis along a circle of
radius 0.5m in the xy plane (Fig. 7a). The torus is excited
by an x-polarized incident plane-wave traveling in the −zˆ
direction. The torus’ bistatic RCS at 100MHz and 300MHz
in the xz plane is shown in Fig. 7b. The scattering matrix
S and WS time delay matrix Q are computed using the
integral formulations in Sec. III and Eqns. (28a)–(28d) with
Mf = 126. Using S′ obtained with the WS relationship (58),
the frequency derivative of the radar cross-section of the torus
is computed at 100MHz and 300MHz (Fig. 7c); the same data
is computed via finite differences and both results match.
V. CONCLUSION
The entries of the WS time delay matrix for lossless PEC
radiators and scatterers can be computed using surface integral
operators acting on incident electric fields and current densities
associated with excitations that characterize their scattering
matrices. Knowledge of the WS time delay matrix in turn
enables the evaluation of the frequency sensitivity of many port
observables, including antenna impedance matrices, antenna
radiation patterns, and scatterers’ radar cross sections.
The proposed integral equation techniques for computing
the WS time delay matrix of PEC structures can be expanded
along several dimensions. First, they can be extended to
allow for the characterization of penetrable and potentially
inhomogeneous antennas and scatterers. Second, they can be
further specialized to yield compact energy-like expressions
for the frequency derivatives of antenna input impedances (as
opposed to the matrix-based expression in (60)). Work on the
above topics is in progress and will be reported in future
papers.
APPENDIX I
VECTOR SPHERICAL HARMONICS AND PROPERTIES
A. Vector Spherical Waves
Electric fields in source-free shells in R3 can be expanded
as
E(r) =
∑
p
ap
√
ZBp(r) (65)
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Fig. 6: (a)-(c) Selected entries of the 3× 3 input impedance matrix of the dipole array; (d)-(f) frequency derivative of selected
entries of the input impedance matrix; (g) spatial shifts for all WS modes; (h)-(i) scattered field due to free-space and antenna
ports excitation.
where the Bp(r) are vector spherical wave (VSW) functions.
Bp(r) = Ip(r),Op(r), or Wp(r) when expanding incom-
ing, outgoing, or standing waves, respectively.
The incoming VSW Ip(r) with p = (τ, l,m) is defined
as [23], [25]
I1lm(r, θ, φ) = kjl+1h(1)l (kr)X 1lm(θ, φ) (66a)
I2lm(r, θ, φ) = j
l
r
∂krh
(1)
l (kr)
∂(kr)
X 2lm(θ, φ) (66b)
+
√
l(l + 1)
jl
r
h
(1)
l (kr)X 3lm(θ, φ) ,
where τ = {1, 2} = {TE,TM} (to r), l = {1, . . . ,∞} and
m = {−l, . . . , l} are modal indices, and h(1)l (z) is the l-th
order spherical Hankel function of the first kind [26]. The
vector spherical harmonics (VSH) X τlm(θ, φ) are
X 1lm(θ, φ) = 1√
l(l + 1)
∇× (rYlm(θ, φ)) (67a)
X 2lm(θ, φ) = 1√
l(l + 1)
r∇Ylm(θ, φ) (67b)
X 3lm(θ, φ) = rˆYlm(rˆ) . (67c)
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Fig. 7: (a) PEC torus considered; (b) torus’ bistatic RCS; (c) frequency derivative of RCS.
where the scalar spherical harmonic Ylm(θ, φ) is [24], [25]
Ylm(θ, φ) = (−1)m
√
2l + 1
4pi
(l −m)!
(l +m)!
Pml (cos θ)e
jmφ. (68)
Here, Pml (x) is the associated Legendre polynomial of degree
l and order m [26].
Outgoing electric fields are expanded in VSWs Op(r),
obtained by swapping spherical Hankel functions of the first
kind h(1)l (kr) in (66a)–(66b) for their second kind counterparts
h
(2)
l (kr).
Standing electric fields are expanded in VSWs Wp(r),
obtained by swapping spherical Hankel functions of the first
kind h(1)l (kr) in (66a)–(66b) for twice the spherical Bessel
function jl(kr).
Outgoing and standing VSWs can be expressed in terms of
incoming VSWs as
Oτlm(r) = (−1)l+τ+mI∗τl(−m)(r) (69a)
Wτlm(r) = Iτlm +Oτlm (69b)
= Iτlm(r) + (−1)l+τ+mI∗τl(−m)(r) . (69c)
Finally, note that expansion (65) for the electric field implies
an expansion of the magnetic field as
H(r) = j
k
√
Z
∑
p
ap∇×Bp
=
j√
Z
∑
p
apB˜p(r) (70)
where B˜τlm(r) = j(−1)τ+1Bτ¯ lm(r), 1¯ = 2, and 2¯ = 1.
B. Properties of Vector Spherical Harmonics
The VSHs obey several key properties used throughout the
paper. Below, p = (τ, l,m) and q = (τ ′, l′,m′).
1) Orthogonality:
ˆ 2pi
0
ˆ pi
0
X p(θ, φ) ·X ∗q(θ, φ) sin θdθdφ
= δττ ′δll′δmm′ . (71)
2) Conjugation:
X τlm(θ, φ) = (−1)mX ∗τl(−m)(θ, φ) . (72)
3) Cross-product:
X 1lm(θ, φ)×X 2lm(θ, φ) = rˆ . (73)
C. Vector Spherical Waves - Large Argument Approximation
For large arguments, incoming, outgoing, and standing wave
VSWs can be approximated as
Iτlm, (r) = e
jkr
r
X τlm(θ, φ) (74a)
Oτlm, (r) = (−1)l+τ e
−jkr
r
X τlm(θ, φ) (74b)
Wτlm, (r) =
[
ejkr
r
+ (−1)l+τ e
−jkr
r
]
X τlm(θ, φ) . (74c)
The frequency derivative of Wp, (r) is
W ′τlm, (r) =
jk
ω
[
ejkr − (−1)l+τe−jkr]X τlm(θ, φ) .
(75a)
APPENDIX II
ANALYTIC EVALUATION OF INTEGRALS
A. Identity A.1
This section evaluates
I1(p, q) = I1,1(p, q) + I1,2(p, q) (76)
where
I1,1(p, q) =
ˆ
Ω
[Wp, (r) ·W∗q, (r)dr (77a)
I1,2(p, q) = (−1)τ+τ ′
ˆ
Ω
[W p¯, (r) ·W∗q¯, (r)dr (77b)
and p = (τ, l,m) and q = (τ ′, l′,m′). Let pTE = (1, l,m) and
qTE = (1, l
′,m′), substituting (74c) into (77a)–(77b) yields
I1,1(pTE, qTE)
=
ˆ R
0
˛
1
[
1− (−1)l′e2jkr − (−1)le−2jkr
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+ (−1)l+l′]X pTE(θ, φ) ·X ∗qTE(θ, φ)dS1dr (78a)
= δll′δmm′
[
2R− (−1)l e
2jkR
2jk
[
1− e−4jkR] ] (78b)
and
I1,2(pTE, qTE)
=
ˆ R
0
˛
1
[
1 + (−1)le−2jkr + (−1)l′e2jkr
+ (−1)l+l′]X pTE(θ, φ) ·X ∗qTE(θ, φ)dS1dr (79a)
= δll′δmm′
[
2R+ (−1)l e
2jkR
2jk
[
1− e−4jkR] ] (79b)
where the inner integral is over the unit sphere, i.e.¸
1
dS1 =
´ 2pi
0
´ pi
0
sin θdθdφ. If pTM = (2, l,m) and
qTM = (2, l
′,m′), then I1,1(pTM, qTM) = I1,2(pTE, qTE)
and I1,2(pTM, qTM) = I1,1(pTE, qTE). Additionally,
I1,1(pTE, qTM) = I1,2(pTE, qTM) = I1,1(pTM, qTE) =
I1,2(pTM, qTE) = 0 due to the orthogonality property of the
VSHs (71). It therefore follows from (78b) and (79b) that
I1(p, q) = 4Rδp,q . (80)
B. Identity A.2
This section evaluates
I2(p, q) = I2,1(p, q) + I2,2(p, q) (81)
where
I2,1(p, q) =
ˆ
dΩf
rˆ · [W ′p, (r)× (−1)τ ′W∗q¯, (r)]dr (82a)
I2,2(p, q) =
ˆ
dΩf
rˆ · [W∗q, (r)× (−1)τW ′p¯, (r)]dr. (82b)
Substituting (74c)–(75a) into (82a)–(82b) yields
I2,1(pTE, qTE)
=
−jk
ω
˛
1
[
1 + (−1)l′e2jkR + (−1)le−2jkR
+ (−1)l+l′]rˆ ·X pTE(θ, φ)×X ∗qTM(θ, φ)RdS1
=− jZεδll′δmm′
[
2 + (−1)le2jkR [1 + e−4jkR]] (83)
and
I2,2(pTE, qTE)
=
−jk
ω
˛
1
[
1− (−1)l′e2jkR − (−1)le−2jkR
+ (−1)l+l′]rˆ ·X qTE(θ, φ)×X ∗pTM(θ, φ)RdS1
=− jZεδll′δmm′
[
2− (−1)le2jkR [1 + e−4jkR]] . (84)
Similar analysis yields I2,1(pTM, qTM) = I2,2(pTE, qTE)
and I2,2(pTM, qTM) = I2,1(pTE, qTE). Additionally,
I2,1(pTM, qTE) = I2,2(pTM, qTE) = I2,1(pTE, qTM) =
I2,2(pTE, qTM) = 0 due to the cross-product property of the
VSHs (73). It therefore follows from (83) and (84) that
I2(p, q) = −jZε4Rδp,q . (85)
C. Identity A.3
This section evaluates
I3(p, q) = I3,1(p, q) + I3,2(p, q) (86)
where
I3,1(p, q) =
ˆ
Ω
O∗q, (r) ·Wp, (r)dr (87a)
I3,2(p, q) = (−1)τ+τ ′
ˆ
Ω
O∗q¯, (r) ·W p¯, (r)dr. (87b)
Substituting (74b) and (74c) into (87a)–(87b) yields
I3,1(pTE, qTE)
=
ˆ R
0
˛
1
[
(−1)l′+1e2jkr + (−1)l+l′]
X pTE(θ, φ) ·X ∗qTE(θ, φ)dS1dr (88a)
=δll′δmm′
[
R− (−1)l′ 1
2jk
e2jkR + (−1)l′ 1
2jk
]
(88b)
and
I3,2(pTE, qTE) =
ˆ R
0
˛
1
[
(−1)l′e2jkr + (−1)l+l′]
X pTM(θ, φ) ·X ∗qTM(θ, φ)dS1dr (89a)
=δll′δmm′
[
R+ (−1)l′ 1
2jk
e2jkR − (−1)l′ 1
2jk
]
. (89b)
Similar analysis yields I3,1(pTM, qTM) = I3,2(pTE, qTE)
and I3,2(pTM, qTM) = I3,1(pTE, qTE). Additionally,
I3,1(pTE, qTM) = I3,2(pTE, qTM) = I3,1(pTM, qTE) =
I3,2(pTE, qTE) = 0 due to the orthogonality of the VSHs
(73). It therefore follows from (88b) and (89b) that
I3(p, q) = 2Rδp,q . (90)
D. Identity A.4
This section evaluates
I4(p, q) = I4,1(p, q) + I4,2(p, q) (91)
where
I4,1(p, q) = (−1)τ ′
ˆ
dΩf
rˆ ×W ′p, (r) ·O∗q¯, (r)dr (92a)
I4,2(p, q) = (−1)τ+1
ˆ
dΩf
rˆ ×W ′p¯, (r) ·O∗q, (r)dr .
(92b)
Substituting (74b) and (75a) into (92a)–(92b) yields
I4,1(pTE, qTE)
=
−jk
ω
˛
1
[
(−1)l′Re2jkR +R(−1)l′+l]rˆ·
X pTE(θ, φ)×X ∗qTM(θ, φ)dS1 (93a)
= −jεZδll′δmm′
[
(−1)l′Re2jkR +R] (93b)
and
I4,2(pTE, qTE)
= −jZε
˛
1
[
(−1)l′Re2jkR −R(−1)l+l′]rˆ·
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X pTM(θ, φ)×X ∗qTE(θ, φ)dS1 (94a)
= −jZεδll′δmm′
[
(−1)l′+1Re2jkR +R] . (94b)
Similar analysis yields I4,1(pTM, qTM) = I4,2(pTE, qTE)
and I4,2(pTM, qTM) = I4,1(pTE, qTE). Additionally,
I4,1(pTE, qTM) = I4,2(pTE, qTM) = I4,1(pTM, qTE) =
I4,2(pTM, qTE) = 0 due to the cross-product property of the
VSHs (73). It therefore follows from (93b) and (94b) that
I4 = −2jεZRδp,q . (95)
E. Identity A.5
This section evaluates
G˜1(r
′, r′′) =
ˆ
dΩf
G∗∞(r, r
′′)G∞(r, r′)dr . (96)
Substituting (20) into (96) yields
G˜1(r
′, r′′) =
1
16pi2
˛
1
e−jkrˆ·rqpdS1 (97)
=
1
4pi
sin(krqp)
krqp
, (98)
where the integral is evaluated using a coordinate transfor-
mation that aligns the z′ axis with the vector dˆ = (r′′ −
r′)/ |r′′ − r′|.
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